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1. We can and need to do it
2. Not being scared of change
3. There is no model; we have influence over the model that is best for our group
4. I feel  more positive that change can be beneficial to General Practice
5. Building relationships
6. There is a appetite for change (2)
7. Good appetite in our group for joint working
8. Others are keen to work on this with you
9. All attendees seem to be true about future collaboration in some form!

10. AVSD GPs want to collaborate and have lots of great ideas!
11. Improved trust/common goals
12. My colleagues have similar problems and are happy to look at approaches & solutions as a group. The

CCG is open to allow GPs to work on projects & build trust
13. I feel more comfortable about collaboration
14. Time with colleagues is well spent
15. Lots of practices feel this is the way to go
16. Next steps - needing to work together
17. Opportunity exists and overall positive attitude
18. I think there are some wonderful GPs in Amber Valley
19. Willingness of all practices to discuss the possibilities

The seminar was developed from almost two years of academic research, project reviews
and practitioner interviews by Shared Service Architecture Ltd. Its purpose is to enhance and
equip the skills and knowledge required by General Practitioners to lead on collaborative
projects.

This is a GP Provider Development Workshop tailored to specific needs of GP practices.

The style of the seminar was a mix of teaching input, discussion and action learning.

The seminar was held at Blackbrook House, Belper on 19th February 2015.

The seminar timing was from 10.00 to 15.30.

www.sharedservicearchitects.co.uk
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